Mortality in Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria


BACKGROUND
Quantifying the effect of natural disasters on society is critical for recovery of public health services and infrastructure. The death toll can be difficult to assess in the aftermath of a major disaster. In September 2017, Hurricane Maria caused massive infrastructural damage to Puerto Rico, but its effect on mortality remains contentious. The official death count is 64.

METHODS
Using a representative, stratified sample, we surveyed 3299 randomly chosen households across Puerto Rico to produce an independent estimate of all-cause mortality after the hurricane. Respondents were asked about displacement, infrastructure loss, and causes of death. We calculated excess deaths by comparing our estimated post-hurricane mortality rate with official rates for the same period in 2016.

RESULTS
From the survey data, we estimated a mortality rate of 14.3 deaths (95% confidence interval [CI], 9.8 to 18.9) per 1000 persons from September 20 through December 31, 2017. This rate yielded a total of 4645 excess deaths during this period (95% CI, 793 to 8498), equivalent to a 62% increase in the mortality rate as compared with the same period in 2016. However, this number is likely to be an underestimate because of survivor bias. The mortality rate remained high through the end of December 2017, and one third of the deaths were attributed to delayed or interrupted health care. Hurricane-related migration was substantial.

CONCLUSIONS
This household-based survey suggests that the number of excess deaths related to Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico is more than 70 times the official estimate. (Funded by the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health and others.)
The tropical cyclone Hurricane Maria made landfall in Puerto Rico, a territory of the United States, on September 20, 2017. It compounded the destruction caused by Hurricane Irma 2 weeks earlier, damaging roads and interrupting the water supply, electricity, telecommunications networks, and access to medical care.1-3 Maria caused an estimated $90 billion in damages, making it the third costliest tropical cyclone in the United States since 1900.4 Thousands of persons were displaced from their homes, seeking shelter elsewhere in Puerto Rico or on the mainland United States.5

In early December 2017, the official death count in Puerto Rico stood at 64,6 but several independent investigations concluded that additional deaths attributable to the hurricane were in excess of 1000 in the months of September and October.7-9 According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, deaths can be directly attributed to a tropical cyclone if they are caused by forces related to the event, such as flying debris, or if they are caused by unsafe or unhealthy conditions resulting in injury, illness, or loss of necessary medical services.10 In Puerto Rico, every disaster-related death must be confirmed by the Institute of Forensic Sciences. This requires that bodies be brought to San Juan or that a medical examiner travel to the local municipality to verify the death,11 often delaying the issuance of death certificates. Furthermore, although direct causes of death are easier to assign by medical examiners, indirect deaths resulting from worsening of chronic conditions or from delayed medical treatments may not be captured on death certificates. These difficulties pose substantial challenges for the accurate and timely estimation of official all-cause hurricane-related mortality. The Puerto Rican government has commissioned an external review of the death-registry data as a result of these issues.12,13

In crisis situations, and more routinely for public health planning, official death estimates are often combined with other sources of mortality data, each with their unique set of limitations.14 Records from hospitals, for example, will not include deaths that may have occurred outside health care facilities.15 Representative community-based sampling remains one of the more robust and persuasive approaches to quantifying the effect of disasters and can effectively capture deaths indirectly attributed to disasters.16-18 Despite the limitations and biases associated with data reported by participants, surveys can provide an independent estimate of mortality that does not rely on death-certificate data.19,20

To this end, we conducted a community-based survey of a representative stratified random sample of 3299 households, of an estimated 1,135,507 total households, across Puerto Rico in early 2018. We compared our survey results with official vital-statistics data for 2016 and calculated excess deaths in Puerto Rico after the hurricane and through December 31, 2017. The survey also assessed the effect of the storm on the infrastructure of the island and on population displacement.

METHODS

Sampling Framework

We conducted a randomized survey of 3299 households from January 17 through February 24, 2018. The target sample of approximately 3000 households was calculated to detect a 50% increase in the annual mortality rate from a historic (September 20 through December 31) baseline rate of 8 per 1000,21 with 80% power at a significance level of 0.05. To ensure sampling of households across geographic regions, we stratified the population according to remoteness, defined according to the travel time to the nearest city with a population of at least 50,000 persons.22,23

We determined an average remoteness index for each of the 900 barrios (administrative units) by using population and road-network data from official government sources.24 Barrios were grouped into eight categories according to percentile from least remote (category 1) to most remote (category 8), and 13 barrios were randomly sampled from each category (Fig. S1 in the Supplementary Appendix, available with the full text of this article at NEJM.org). We randomly sampled an additional barrio from each of the two inhabited island municipalities off the northeast coast, Vieques and Culebra, and
excluded largely uninhabited barrios such as nature reserves.

We randomly selected 35 households from each barrio using OpenStreetMap (OSM) layers to identify buildings. When data collectors encountered an abandoned home or nonhome structure, they sampled a house from all surrounding visible houses using a random number generator. The same process was followed if consent was declined, if the house was empty at the time of the interview, or when sparsely populated barrios had fewer than 35 points sampled because of incomplete data structures on OSM. Our survey logistics did not allow for the data collectors to revisit an empty house (see the Supplementary Appendix for details).

Data collectors did not record any personal identifiers; global positioning system (GPS) coordinates were aggregated after data collection. To avoid coercion and reduce bias, no compensation was provided. The participants were informed that their responses would not result in direct benefits to them or their families. If respondents requested health services, data collectors provided information on accessible resources identified by local partners. Consent for participation was acquired before administration of the survey. This study was granted a human subjects research exemption (45CFR46) by the institutional review board of the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health.

**HOUSING SURVEY**

We used a hybrid census method, collecting information about each household member, including all persons who had moved in, moved out, been born, or died in 2017. Persons who were reported to be missing from households, but not known to be deceased, were considered to be alive for our calculations. Households were defined as a person or a group of persons, related or unrelated, who live together. The survey was administered to one adult respondent per household and took less than 10 minutes to complete. The survey instrument is provided in the Supplementary Appendix. The survey included questions on age, sex, cause of death if after the hurricane, hurricane-related migration, neighborhood deaths, and access to electricity, water, and cellular network coverage on an ordinal scale for each month (0 days, 1 to 7 days, 8 to 14, 15 to 30 days, or all month).

**POPULATION ESTIMATION**

Survey weights \((w)\) were constructed by calculating the inverse probability of selection of a household and were defined as

\[
W_{\text{household}} = \frac{\text{households in barrio}}{\text{households in sample in barrio}}
\]

and

\[
W_{\text{barrio}} = \frac{\text{population in remoteness category}}{\text{population in barrio in remoteness category}}
\]

We used the following formulas to calculate the general population estimate:

\[
\text{weighted household size} = W_{\text{household}} \times W_{\text{barrio}} \times \frac{1}{\text{no. of barrios in remoteness category}}
\]

and

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{\text{no. of households}} \text{weighted household size}_i
\]

where \(i\) is the household. Weights and estimates of excess deaths were constructed with the use of the most recent official population estimate in 2016.

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

To estimate excess deaths, we estimated the mortality rate after the hurricane (from September 20 through December 31, 2017) and compared it with the official mortality rate for the same period in 2016, since mortality rates showed seasonal but stable trends from 2010 through 2016 (Fig. S2 in the Supplementary Appendix). Official monthly mortality data for 2016 were obtained from the Department of Health 2016 mortality data provided by the Institute of Statistics of Puerto Rico. We computed our rate without applying survey weights, since we observed no remoteness category–specific clustering of deaths (see the Supplementary Appendix for further discussion). The post-hurricane unweighted crude mortality rate \((R_{\text{after}})\), estimated from our survey, was therefore defined as

\[
R_{\text{after}} = \frac{\text{deaths}_{\text{after}}}{(\text{population} - \text{deaths}_{\text{before}}) \times (102 \div 365)}
\]

where 102 is the number of days between Sep-
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September 20 and December 31, and $R_{\text{before}}$ is the unweighted crude mortality rate in 2017 before September 20. The standard error for $R_{\text{after}}$ was estimated from our survey:

$$SE_{R_{\text{after}}} = \sqrt{\frac{\text{deaths}_{\text{after}}}{(\text{population} - \text{deaths}_{\text{before}}) \times (102 / 365)}}.$$

We assumed deaths were Poisson distributed, and we calculated the corresponding 95% confidence interval assuming the rate would be large enough that we could assume the normal approximation for the Poisson distribution:

$$R_{\text{after}} \pm 1.96 \times SE_{R_{\text{after}}}.$$

All rates were reported as deaths per 1000 persons. To estimate excess deaths from September 20 through December 31, 2017, we calculated the difference between the estimated $R_{\text{after}}$ and the rate for the same period in 2016. Excess deaths were estimated by the application of this rate difference to the 2016 baseline population estimates for Puerto Rico obtained from the American Community Survey (ACS) (conducted annually by the Census Bureau), as follows: excess deaths $= R_{\text{diff}} \times (\text{population} \times 102 / 365)$.

By definition, the calculations include a mortality rate of 0 for single-person households (because of survivor bias; see the Supplementary Appendix for details). Therefore, we also calculated a per-household-size annualized mortality rate for before and after the hurricane, and we made a simple adjustment to our estimated mortality rate assuming that persons in one-person households had the same annualized death rate as in 2016 and to reflect household size distributions (see the Supplementary Appendix). We have made all the anonymized data, analysis, and code for generating our figures, as well as a version of this article in Spanish, available at https://github.com/c2-d2/pr_mort_official.

## Results

### Demographic Characteristics of the Survey Population

We sampled 3299 households composed of 9522 persons. Of all those approached, 93.4% of households provided consent and completed a full survey. To assess the representativeness of our survey population, we compared its demographic composition with the data for Puerto Rico from the 2016 ACS. On average, persons in our survey were older and households were larger than the ACS 2016 baseline (Fig. 1, and Fig. S3 and Table S1 in the Supplementary Appendix). We generally observed no significant difference in the sex ratios; however, in our household sample, a higher percentage (54%; 95% confidence interval [CI], 49.9 to 58.5) of women moved out of their households. Using our survey weights, we estimated the population size of Puerto Rico to be 3,030,307 persons (95% CI, 1,466,680 to 4,593,934). Given the widely reported out-migration from Puerto Rico due to the hurricane, this population estimate is roughly consistent with the Population Estimates Program statistic of 3,406,520 in 2016\(^2\) and provides evidence in support of the representative nature of our sampling method.

### Population Displacement

The survey identified substantial population displacement, attributed to Hurricane Maria by the respondents (Fig. 2). A total of 268 persons (2.8% of the sampled population) were reported to have left households because of the hurricane. The median age of those who left and did not return, or were missing, was 25 years, as compared with a median age of 50 among those staying or dying in the household. Of those who left because of the hurricane, the majority (52%) moved elsewhere within Puerto Rico, but many (41%) went to parts of the mainland United States. A total of 521 persons (5.5% of the sampled population) were reported to have moved into the surveyed households because of the hurricane. The percentage of households that could not be surveyed (because of abandonment or other issues) increased in more remote regions (Fig. S4 in the Supplementary Appendix). Men and women did not migrate at significantly different rates, and there was no clear association between migration and remoteness.

### Loss of Services

We found a strong positive association between remoteness and the length of time without electricity, water, or cellular telephone coverage (Fig. 3A). On average, households went 84 days without electricity, 68 days without water, and 41
days without cellular telephone coverage after the hurricane and until December 31, 2017. In the most remote category, 83% of households were without electricity for this entire time period (Table S2 in the Supplementary Appendix). The distributions around these estimates were often bimodal (Fig. S5 in the Supplementary Appendix), particularly in remote regions, which suggests that households either recovered services relatively quickly or not for several months. Many survey respondents were still without water and electricity at the time of sampling, a finding consistent with other reports.8

Considerable disruptions to medical services were reported (Fig. 3B) across all categories irrespective of remoteness, with 31% of households reporting an issue (Table S3 in the Supplementary Appendix). The most frequently reported problems were an inability to access medications (14.4% of households) and the need for respiratory equipment requiring electricity (9.5%), but many households also reported problems with closed medical facilities (8.6%) or absent doctors (6.1%). In the most remote category, 8.8% of households reported that they had been unable to reach 911 services by telephone.

**EXCESS DEATHS**

We calculated a 62% increase in the mortality rate from September 20 through December 31 in 2017 as compared with the same period in 2016, corresponding to an annual mortality rate of 14.3 deaths (95% CI, 9.8 to 18.9) per 1000 persons and an estimated 4645 excess deaths (95% CI, 793 to 8498) (Table S4 in the Supplementary Appendix). Figure 4A shows the relationship between our estimates and other reports. We did not find a large or significant correlation between remoteness and the annualized death rate, and evaluation of reported death rates among neighbors mirrored our mortality estimates according to remoteness category (Table S5 and Fig. S6 in the Supplementary Appendix). Increases in post-hurricane death rates were observed across age groups and were not a reflection of the migration of younger persons out of Puerto Rico after the disaster (Table S6 in the Supplementary Appendix). Because we could not survey single-person households in which a death had occurred (see the Supplementary Appendix), we adjusted our estimate by using the 2016 mortality rate for single-person households. Our adjustment for this survivor bias and household-size distribution resulted in a post-hurricane estimate of 5740 excess deaths (95% CI, 1506 to 9889) (see the Supplementary Appendix, including Table S7).

Figure 4B shows the age of the 56 persons who died, as reported in our survey, as well as
the reported causes and timing of the deaths; 18 deaths occurred before September 20, 2017, and 38 after the hurricane. Approximately one third of post-hurricane deaths were reported by household members as being caused by delayed or prevented access to medical care (see survey question 3c in the Supplementary Appendix), and nearly 1 in 10 was attributed directly to the hurricane by respondents (Table S8 in the Supplementary Appendix). Although we were unable to validate this attribution, it is consistent with the substantial disruptions to medical services that have been reported more generally (Fig. 3B).

**D I S C U S S I O N**

Our results indicate that the official death count of 64 is a substantial underestimate of the true burden of mortality after Hurricane Maria. Our estimate of 4645 excess deaths from September 20 through December 31, 2017, is likely to be conservative since subsequent adjustments for survivor bias and household-size distributions increase this estimate to more than 5000. These adjustments represent one simple way to account for biases, but we have made our data publicly available for additional analyses. Our estimates are roughly consistent with press reports that evaluated deaths in the first month after the hurricane.8,29-33 Our estimates also indicate that mortality rates stayed high throughout the rest of the year. These numbers will serve as an important independent comparison to official statistics from death-registry data, which are currently being reevaluated,13,34 and underscore the inattention of the U.S. government to the frail infrastructure of Puerto Rico.

In the United States, death certificates are the primary source of mortality statistics, and in most jurisdictions, death can be attributed to disasters only by medical examiners.10,35 Survey-based studies can therefore provide important complementary population-level metrics in the wake of natural disasters, despite inherent limitations associated with the nature of participant-reported data, recall bias, nonresponse bias, and survivor bias.15,36 To address recall bias and errors in participant-reported data in our survey, the
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Figure 3. Number of Days without Basic Services and Disruption of Medical Services.

Panel A shows the distribution of the number of days that households reported being without water, cellular telephone coverage, and electricity between September 20 and December 31, 2017, according to remoteness category (from least remote [category 1] to most remote [category 8]). Remoteness was defined according to the travel time to the nearest city with a population of at least 50,000 persons. Box plots show the medians (dark bars), with boxes spanning the interquartile range; vertical lines indicate 1.25 times the interquartile range, and points denote outliers. Here, the number of days is the lower boundary of the total, since the number of days was reported as being within a particular time window. Panel B shows the percentage of all households reporting at least 1 day of disrupted medical services according to factors causing the disruption. These factors were not necessarily related to reported deaths, and households could report more than one issue. See Table S3 in the Supplementary Appendix for data regarding disruption across households in various remoteness categories.

questions were kept simple, and the recall periods short. Given the salience of a death in a household, it is unlikely that respondents did not report deaths accurately, but recall bias may have affected other parts of the survey. The non-response rate was less than 7%.

In our survey, interruption of medical care was the primary cause of sustained high mortality rates in the months after the hurricane, a finding consistent with the widely reported disruption of health systems.37 Health care disruption is now a growing contributor to both morbidity and mortality in natural disasters.15,38,39 In the United States, this phenomenon has been ob-
served in the aftermaths of Hurricane Katrina, Superstorm Sandy, and more recently Hurricanes Harvey and Irma, in which nursing home residents and those dependent on life-sustaining equipment were disproportionately affected.40 Growing numbers of persons have chronic diseases and use sophisticated pharmaceutical and mechanical support that is dependent on electricity. Chronically ill patients are particularly vulnerable to disruptions in basic utilities, which highlights the need for these patients, their communities, and their providers to have contingency plans during and after disasters.41

The timely estimation of the death toll after a natural disaster is critical to defining the scale and severity of the crisis and to targeting interventions for recovery.15,26 The disaster-relatedness of deaths has additional importance for families because it provides emotional closure, qualifies them for disaster-related aid, and promotes resiliency.10 Although the government of Puerto Rico stopped sharing mortality data with the public in December 2017 (our request for this data was also denied), in April 2018 the Institute of Statistics of Puerto Rico, an autonomous government entity, adopted a resolution to improve the counting of disaster-related deaths and publish all mortality data online without further delay. As the United States prepares for its next hurricane season, it will be critical to review how disaster-related deaths will be counted, in order to mobilize an appropriate response operation and account for the fate of those affected.
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**Figure 4.** Estimates of Excess Deaths and Reported Causes of Death.

Panel A shows a comparison of estimates of excess deaths from official reports, press (New York Times)8 and academic (Santos–Lozada and Howard)9 reports, and from our survey. Panel B shows deaths according to the month of death and the age at death as reported in our survey, categorized according to the cause of death reported by the household member. Two persons who died of similar causes at the same age are represented by dots that are superimposed in December; thus, the 37 points shown represent 38 deaths after the hurricane.
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